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Abstract: Archivists commonly find themselves managing projects large and small, and for many entry-level professionals, their first position is often that of a project archivist. While projects can be effective ways to work on accomplishing specific outcomes, they can also go astray without proper planning. Projects risk failure as unnecessary tasks creep in, communication breaks down, and deadlines go unmet. To avoid drowning, archivists need strategies for managing these important endeavors. In January 2013, the Manuscripts and Archives Department at the University of Delaware Library hired two project archivists to process two congressional collections totaling more than 1900 linear feet and including approximately 400 gigabytes of electronic records. With two years to both implement electronic records policies and workflows and process the collections, they turned to project management as a means of remaining organized and keeping the project on track for completion.

This poster will explore some fundamental methods and tools offered through project management that can contribute to the successful administration of a project and show how the project archivists are applying these skills to this large, hybrid congressional papers project. It will highlight some basic concepts, such as understanding the project lifecycle, defining objectives, and creating a formal plan early in the process. Finally, it will provide criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of various project management software and tools at different stages in the project.
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